Richmond Systems

IT Service Management

Richmond IT Service Management Solutions allow you to deliver best practice
service and improve customer satisfaction whilst reducing support costs.
Designed to simplify service delivery, Richmond ServiceDesk is ITIL v3 compatible, has
IT asset management integrated throughout, and ensures a fast return on investment
through rapid deployment, minimal training and simple, cost-effective licensing.
ServiceDesk includes everything you need for service management, including Incident

Management, Customer Service Portal, Service Catalogue, Problem Management, Change
Management, Asset Management, Knowledge and FAQ Management, Reporting modules,
Active Directory Synchronisation and Data Import tools.

Incident and Service Request Management
Richmond ServiceDesk Incident and Request management helps you resolve issues quickly. Automatic
routing sends issues to the right support team and automated escalation keeps priorities and targets
on track. Quick templates allow single-click logging of common tasks such as password resets. Incident
linking and knowledge search allows sharing of root cause and resolution information. Resolution
Codes by Category enable analysis of common problems and solutions, and Activity management
organises workloads and keeps track of routine tasks such as server and backup checks. Email
Templates enable quick and consistent replies to customer service requests, and a comprehensive
history and audit trail allows support teams to quickly interpret, analyse and resolve support issues.

ServiceDesk lists have column selectors and can be filtered, grouped, sorted, searched, printed and exported.

Integrated Asset Management
Richmond ServiceDesk has asset management fully integrated
throughout the system and getting asset data into ServiceDesk is
easy; data can be imported from any standard source and there are
Active Directory scheduled imports and updates for organisational units, users and computers. Assets
can also be added manually and features include asset history, maintenance, tracking and loans.
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Customer Service Management
The Richmond Customer Service Portal (CSP) allows internal staff and external
customers to log, track and update support requests, and self-help themselves
to knowledge through a highly intuitive, easy-to-navigate, workflow-driven web
interface. The Richmond CSP allows control over layout, colour and imagery, and
uses specially designed adaptive web interfaces to ensure portals look good and
work effectively on mobile phones and other devices.
When customers use the portal their “journey” and responses are captured and
interaction can be used to define the details of an incident or request. For
example, an issue affecting multiple users can increase the priority, re-route the
ticket and inform selected stakeholders. The service desk has complete visibility
of the customer’s actions and sufficient information to understand their
requirements without having to go back for clarification.
The Richmond CSP makes your customers
more self-reliant, so you have more time for
proactive support and projects.

Service Level Management (SLAs)
Service Level Management enables incident response and resolution targets with
automatic escalation to ensure that targets are achieved. Multiple SLAs and service
hours ensure effective prioritisation and escalation of all issue types. Impact
assessment automatically controls SLA targets to prioritise technician workloads.

Service Catalogue
The Service Catalogue allows
the definition of business and
technical services along with
their portfolio and availability
status. Configurable event
thresholds enable automatic
control of service availability
flags
and
notifications.
Service availability can be visualised through the Customer Service Portal, informing customers about
support status and enabling quick issue or request logging against live services.

Problem Management
Richmond Problem Management allows the linkage of incidents with problems to reduce duplicated
work by technicians and share knowledge. Incidents can be linked to existing problems, linked to a
newly created problem or sent as a problem request to the problem management team. Problem
records can also be created without linked incidents for pro-active problem management. Automation
rules ensure that workarounds and resolutions are cascaded and communicated amongst technicians
and users appropriately.
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Change Management
Richmond Change Management allows change requests (RFCs) to be managed from approval through
implementation to analysis and review. The RFC status workflow is definable for each change type and
RFCs have task management, CAB notes, risk assessment, web-voting, back-out plans, change review
and time/cost recording features that provide essential information for monitoring and management.

The Change List gives instant visibility of RFC status, including summary, due date and outstanding tasks

Reporting
ServiceDesk provides a range of powerful reporting methods, including web-based Dashboard and
Charts, single-click exports directly from Configuration Item lists and Incident, Problem and Change
queues, Crystal report templates that can be configured and saved as user-defined reports, a Report
Generator, which allows filtered data reports about Incidents, Problems, Changes and Assets (CIs) to
be created as views for sharing with team members, and for export to Excel or PDF. The Richmond
ServiceDesk database is completely open, so all data is fully
accessible to external reporting tools such as Power BI, and the
Richmond database schema is published.

The Report Generator allows very quick production of service desk data about Incidents, Problems, RFCs and CIs
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Knowledge and FAQ Management
Text and HTML knowledge base (KB) articles can be
created from scratch or by converting Incident
records. Comprehensive KB search and “single click”
transfer to incident ensures the organisational
intelligence is used effectively. Knowledge articles and
document libraries can be published to the Customer
Service Portal for end-user self-help. The Frequently
Asked Question (FAQ) module allows the capture of
information that is presented to users as a set of
“questions” that expand to reveal the “answer”. FAQs, with their ability to break down information,
make it easier for users to find specific facts and reduces the burden on front-line support teams.

Alerts and Notifications
Richmond ServiceDesk drives communication between Service Desk operators and customers to
inform them about the status of incidents, changes, problems, impending service level breaches,
overdue tasks, loan items due back and more. Alerts are fully customisable and delivered via email.

Customer Satisfaction
User-definable Customer Satisfaction Surveys allow the collection of user feedback on service delivery
to identify opportunities for improvement, and to measure and report on customer satisfaction levels.

Customer surveys
capture scores and
user comments

Help and support whenever you need it
We have been a leading developer of service management software for 30 years and are known and
trusted to deliver quality software and expert advice. We provide on-site and remote implementation
and training services, all delivered by ITIL-qualified consultants who understand service management.
Our Support+ package provides technical support via telephone,
email and service portal, and includes all product updates and new
version releases. Support+ also provides a dedicated Customer
Service Portal powered by Richmond ServiceDesk, with access to technical support and resources.

If you would like some help implementing service management in your organisation
then we would love to hear from you:
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